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O, Introduction 
We are concerned in this paper with some definability aspects of the 
theory of measure and category on the continuum. Our objects of study 
are the projective subsets of the reals and their structure from a measure 
theoretic and topological point of view. Typical problems we attack here 
and some of the results we prove are the following: 
(A) Computation of the complexity (in terms of the analytical hierar- 
chy) of the measure of an analytical set of reals. We prove that the mea- 
sure of a Z l set of reals is a Z~ real. We assume here the existence of a 
measurable cardi~,~al if n -- 2 and Projective Determinacy if n > 2. This 
applies also to the theorems stated below. 
(B) Effective approximations~ A representative result here is that a 
~n l set (n even) or I1~ set (n odd) can be approximated 'arbitrarily close' 
by a A]a subset of it. 
(C) Existence of nice bases. The most significant fact we establish 
here is that the An l reals (n odd) are a basis for the IIn 1 sets of reals which 
have positive measure (or are not meager). 
* Some of the main results in this paper have been announced in [ 1 ! ] (The final statement ~n 
this abstract about ~n + l reals is wtong~) Part of Section 4 has been also included in the au- 
thor's Ph.D, thesis (UCLA, June 1972) written under the supervision of Professor Y.N. Mos- 
chovakis whom we wish to thank for his guidan~ and encouragement. Wewould like also to 
thank Professor G.E, Sacks and L Harrington for many interesting and heipfal discussions. 
The preparation of this manuscript was partially supported by NSF Grant GP 27964. 
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In the final section, we also give a number of  applications of these re- 
suits to other areas of analytical definability e.g. the theory of  countable 
analytical sets. One of our main goals in this paper is to present a cohe- 
rent theory which includes the body of results mentioned above. The 
earlier work of Sacks, Tanaka (for the measure case) and Feferman, 
Hinman, Thomason (for the category case) has certainly provided such 
a theory (in fact more than one) for the first level of the analytical hie- 
rarchy and all the results above when specialized to n = 1 have been 
proved (and sometimes also for n = 2). Unfortunately, their heavy use 
of the various hyperarithmetical hierarchies makes the task of a more or 
less direct generalization of their methods to higher levels ve~ difficult 
- if at all possible. We have therefore developed here a different ~ 
proach to the subject. Our main tool is the theory associated with the 
notions of prewellorderings and scales - notions introduced by Moscho- 
vakis. With this new approach we can extend the old results to all ap- 
propriate higher levels of the analytical hierarchy (ans also give new 
proofs for the first level), 
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1. Preliminaries 
/ .L  
Let to = {0, I, 2, ,,.} be tile set of natural numbers and ~ = "~to the 
set of all functions from to to to or (for simplicity) reals. Letters i, ], k, 
l, m .... will denote elements of  to and t~,/3, 7, 8, ... elements ofC~. We 
study subsets of the product spaces 
~=X~ xX2x . . .xX  k, 
where X i is to orC~?. We call such subsets po#ltsets. Sometimes, we 
think of them as relations and write interchangeably 
xE  A "~ A(x) .  
A pointclass is a class of pointsets, usually in all product spaces. We 
shall be concerned primarily in this paper with the arithmetical point- 
0 classes X; 0, II 0 , A0  their corresponding finite Borel classes 120 , Hn °, A n , 
the anaO'tical pointclasses X~, IIn 1 , Al~ and their corresponding prolec- 
tire pointclasses l;,'~, ll~, A ~. For information about them we refer to 
[27], I33] and the introduction of [19] from which we also draw 
some of our nonstandard notation. 
if 1P is a pointclass, we put 
= { !X - A : A ~ r ,  ,4 c ~ } = the dual of 1" 
and for each cx E q~, 
F(a) = {A : for some B ~ r,  A(x) o B(x, a)} . 
We also let !'= I.l,,e.~l"(a). 
i.2. 
Let A be a pointset. A norm on A is a map ~o: A -,- k from A onto an 
ordinal ~,, the length of ~0. With each such norm we associate the prewell- 
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ordering (i.e., the reflexive, transitive, connected, wellfounded relation) 
<_~' on A, defined by 
Put also 
x <~y ~' ~o(x) <_ ~o(y). 
x <,0 y ,~ ,¢(x) < ~o(y). 
Conversely, each prewellordering ~<with field A gives rise to a unique 
norm ~o: A --, X such that ~< = <-~ ; we call X the length of the prewellor- 
dering ~<. 
If 1" is a pointclass and ~o a norm on A, we say that ¢ is a l ' .norm if 
there exist relations <~, <-~ in F, ~, respectively, so that 
y E A '~, Vx{[x ~ A & ~p(x) <- ~o(y)] "~ x <-~ y ~ x N~ y} . 
Notice that if ~o is a 7'-norm on A, there exist relations <~, <~ ill F, [" 
respectively so that 
yea  =, Vx{[xEA &,p(x) < ~y) l  '~ x<~.y~ x <~vy) : 
in fact, take: 
x <~. y o x <-~ y &-I(y <-~r x) ,  
x <~ y '~ x <_}~ y &-I(y <_~ x).  
Finally, let 
Prewellordering (P) ,* Every pointset in P admits a P-norm. 
The preweliordering property was formulated in a different form, equi- 
valent o the above for most interesting P by Moschovakis, ee [ 19] for 
further details. Prewellordering(II~ ) can be proved by classical ,argu- 
ments and Prewellordering(Z~ ) was proved by Moschovakis: ee [ 271. 
Finally, Martin [ 171 and Moschovakis [ 2 ] proved Preweilordering(lI~n ÷ 1), 
Prewellordering(Z In÷ 2) for any n, assmning Projective Determinary (PD). 
Here PD is the hypothesis that every projective set is determined. In ge- 
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nerai we use Determinacy(F) to abbreviate: 'Every A e F is determined', 
where F is a pointclam. For information concerning ames, determinacy, 
etc. see [23; 191 or the recent survey article [71. 
If a pointclass has the prewellordering property and satisfies ome 
mild closure conditions (which is always the case with the pointclasses 
we are interested in), then F has several other properties and a rather 
rich structure theory. We refer the reader to [2,221 for some applica- 
tions of  the so called 'prewellordering techniques' (most of  them due to 
Moschovakis) which we shall use without explicit mention!,ng later. 
1.3. 
Let A be a pointset. A scale on A is a sequence (~0 n}nE~ of r, orms 
on A with the following limit property: 
l fx  i ~ A for all i, if limi_. ~x i = x and if for each n and all large 
enough i, 9n(xi) = X n , then x E A and for each n, ~0n(x) ~ X n . 
if F is a pointclass ana {gn )n~.~ is a scale on A, we say that {gn )n~,~ 
is a F~wale if there exist relations Sr , Si~ in F, I ~ respectively so that 
y E A == Vx{[x e A & ~pn(x) <- ~Pn(Y)] ~* Sr(n,x,Y)  
,* S~(,~, x, y )} .  
~f F is a pointclass, put 
Scale(F) ,~ Every pointset in F admits a P-scale. 
The notion of scale was formulated by Moschovakis in [20], where 
the scale property was called property o3. He proved there that Scale 
1 ,~1 (II2n÷ l ), Scale ('-'zn÷2) hold for any n, assuming PD when n > 0. His 
original application of this notion was in proving uniformization (see 
[201 or [ 14] ). Several other applications have been found later, among 
which are some of the main results of this paper. 
It is easy to see that Scale (~0) is true. We prove below that Scale 
(2; 0 ) is also true for any n. This will be used in Section 4. 
Let us introduce some terminology first. If 1" is a pointclass, A a 
pointset and {~n }new a scale on A, we say that it is a weak P-scale if 
there exist relations Sr , R r both in r so that 
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.', ~ A ~ Vx {[~ ~A & ~,n(x) <- ~o,~ (y) ]  " S t (n ,  x, y )}  
and 
v~A-  Vx{[x~A & ~o,(x)< son(. )] - .. r R r (n ,  x, v)} 
If V is a pointclass put 
Weak Scale (F) ~ Every pointset in P has a weak F-scale. 
Proposition 1.3.1. For every n >_ 1 we have Weak Scale (II°n),Scale(Z,°). 
Proof. For ~, an ordinal, the lexieographical wellordering of n~, (= the 
set of  n-tuples from X) is defined by 
(~ . . .  ~,)  < (n~ ... %)"  h < ~! or (h  = n~ & ~2 < n2) or 
... or (~1 = ~! & ~., -- ~ & ... 
• " & ~.- ~ = %-  I & ~. <- % ) • 
It has ordinal h n (ordinal exponentiation). We let (~l ... ~n ) = the ordi- 
nal of  (~l -.. ~n) in this wellordering. To each 0 < X n , there corresponds 
unique ~l ... ~n < h so that 0 -- (~l -'- ~n )- 
Let now A c__ 9C, A ~ IIn °, say A(x) ~, ¥n B(x, n), where B ~ Z° l  and 
using induction assume {so m }m~,o is a Zn °_ ~ -scale on B. For x ~ A, put 
~m (x) = (So0(x, 0), ~o0 (x, 1 ), S0~ (x, ! ), so~ (x, 0) ..... ~o m (x, 0)) ; 
we include in this tuple all the ordinals o k (x, 1), where k <_ m, j <_ m, in 
the order suggested by Diagram 1. 
j~o j:l j - -2 j--3 ,.. j~  
"--i / i  ' i 
k :2  • • • • $ 
k=m Q'~" ' "~41, '~  ¸¸ ~"a~'~- - - -O~- -*  ° - ~b" -O 
" Diagram 1, 
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Each ~rn is not necessarily a norm, since it is not always onto an ordi- 
nal. But the relation x <,ny ~ ~m(X ) < ~m (Y) is certainly a prewellor- 
dering and we let @m be its corresponding norm. It is easy to see now 
that (~km) ,n~ is a Fl°-scale. 
Let now A ~ 9¢, A ~ X °, say A(x)  ~, B /B(x ,  j), where B E I'I° 1. By 
induction let {~o m }m,z~ be a weak l ' l° l -scale on B and define for 
x~A 
@o(X) = least /such that B(x , / ) ,  
~m (x) = <~o(X), ~o,,_l(x, ~o(X))>, m > O. 
Put x ~m y ,~ ~m (x) <- ~rn (Y) and let ~k m be the norm associated with 
<m. We can easily see that (qJ,n } ,n~ is a X°n-scale. 
1,4. 
Occasionally, we shall talk about trees on ¢o or to x to. A tree on a 
set X is a set T of finite sequences from X closed under subsequences, 
i.e., 
(XoX l . , .x  n) E T& k <_ n ~, (XoX x , . .xk) E T .  
The empty sequence is always a member of a nonempty tree. A branch 
of T is a sequencefE  ~X such that for every n, (f(0) .... , f (n))  ~ T. 
A f inite branch of T is just an element of T with no extensions in T. 
We denote the set of  all branches of T by [T],  i.e., IT] = {f~ '°X: Yn 
(f(0) . . . . .  f (n))  E T}. A tree T on x is called f inite splitting if every s ~ T 
has only finitely many immediate xtensions s3c ~ 7'. It is well known 
that every A ~ q~ which is closed (in the topology described ia 1.5) is 
of  the form A = [TI ,  for some tree T on to; A is compact iff T is finite 
splitting. A tree T is called perfect if every sequence in T has at least 
two incompatible xtensions in T. Again A = [TI is perfect (in the topo- 
logical sense) iff T is perfect. 
If T is a tree on to × ~,  T contains elements of  the form ((k 0 , l 0) .... 
.... (k n , l n)). A branch of such a T is a sequence f~ ,o(~ × to) which for 
convenience will be represented by the uniqae pair (a, ~) such that 
f (n)  = (a(n), ~n)) .  
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1.5. 
This paper deals with definability aspects of  topological and measure 
theoretic notions. We therefore review here some of  the facts concer- 
ning these notions which we shall need later, 
1.5.1. Topology on o~ 
Let 6o have the discrete topology. We give o~ = ~to the aaturai pro- 
duct topology. Thi~ is generated by the basic neighborhoods 
N~ = {a: ~(lh(s)) = s) 
(s is a finite sequence from ¢o). We call q~ with this topology the Baire 
space. It can be easily seen that this topology is induced by the metric 
[ (un[~(n)*  #(n)! + !) -! i f~*  #, 
d(a, ~) = t 0 i fa  =/3, 
and that it is complete, separable and totally disconnected (since each 
N s is clopen). We give the prcduct spaces 5( the product opology, It is 
then well known that every product space ~ including at least one copy 
of ~ is naturally homeomorphic toq~ via a recursive homeomorphism. 
It is also well known that 
n o = closed sets, X; ° = open sets, n o = G 6 sets, etc., while 
A [ = Borel sets (Souslin's Theorem),  
X; [ = continuous images of  closed sets, 
X~ = continuous images of  El I ~ts,  etc. 
A setA c_ qe ismeager i f fA c_ UnAn ' where eachA n is a closed no- 
where dense set (i.e., A n has empty interior). We shall call A come~ger 
iff 9~-A is meager. A set A c__ q~ has the property ofBaire iff for sone 
open set G 
(A -G)u  (G~..~A)= A & G 
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is meager. Thus if,4 has the property of Baire, then A is not meager 
• ~ (3s)(N s -A  is meager). (We use here of course the Baire Category 
Theorem), The class of all sets with the property of Baire forms a o-al- 
gebra (thus contains all Borel sets). The class of all meager sets is a o- 
ideal in this o-algebra, 
A classical theorem says that every v,] set has the property of Baire. 
Assuming the existence of a measurable cardinal, Solovay (see e,g. [14]) 
proved that every I;~ set has the property of Baire. Finally, it can be 
proved that assuming PD every projective set has the property of Baire 
(see e.g. [ 7] ). We shall rise these facts and also standard topoiogical 
theorems like the Baire Category Theorem etc. without explicit men- 
tioning in the sequel. 
Another fact concerning the additivity of meager sets that we shall 
use extensively (again often without explicit mentioning) is the follo- 
wing 
Proposition 1,5.1 (Folklore), Assume {At}~< x is a sequence o f  meager 
subsets o f  C~ such that the prewelh~rdering (on U~<xA ~) 
<_ g ¢, least [[a E A ~ l <- least ~[# E A ~ ] 
has the properO, o f  Baitz" (as a subset o f  q~ X °R ). Then U~<aA ~ is 
meager. 
Proof, If not, let ;k o be the least ordinal such that for some {A~}~<Xo 
consisting of meager sets with the associated prewellordering ~ having 
the property of Baire, U, <x0A ~ is not meager (clearly UX o = ;k o >- ~ 1 ). 
Consider <_ as above and apply the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem (the ana- 
log of Fubini for category, see [ 26] ) to it. If fl E U~<xoA~, 
{(~:(~<-#}= U A~, 
~-<(# 
where ~a = least ~ (/3E A~), thus {a: e <- #}is meager (except on a mea- 
ger set of #'s), Thus<_ is meager. Then for some (in fa(~ for most) 
~t ~ U~<~,0A ~ it must be the case that {~: a <_ 13} is meager and 
{/~: # <- ~}has the property of Baire. Since {~:/3 <_ a} is meager, 
U~<x0A ~ is meager. Contradiction. 
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And we conclude our review of the topological facts which we shall 
need, with a resui[t concerting partial continuous functions from q~ into 
c~. Let Seq be the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers. A func- 
tion e from Seq into Seq is called monotone i f fs < t ~, ¢(s) <- e(t) 
(where u < o means o extends u and u ~ o means o cxteucts or is equal 
to u). Given such a monotone  we define ¢*, a function with domain 
a subset of reals taking values into the reals, by 
e*(a) = lim e(a(n)) ,  
whenever the right hand side is defined, i.e., produces a real. The follo- 
wing fact is well known 
Proposition 1.5.2 (Folklore). A function f from a ~ubs(t o f  c~ into o1~ is 
of  the form e* i l f  the domain of.f ix a G~ set and f is cotltitluous on its 
domain. 
1.5.2. Measure ontR 
Let 2 = {0, 1} be given the measure m({0}) = m({ 1}) = ½ and ~2 the 
product measure ~,. (Then v(~2) = 1.) This is the natural probability 
measure on the space of all binary sequences and the Cantor space ~2 
seems to be a more appropriate place for doing measure theory than c~. 
Nevertheless, instead of having to talk about two different spaces, we 
prefer to consider only c~ and extend v toCR by putting t,*(A) = 
v(A n ~2), when A c_ ~.  Clearly v* is defined on all Borel sets ofq~. 
We call a subset A of c~ Lebesque measurable iff for some Borel sets 
B c__ C with v* (C -B)  = 0 we have B c_ A c C. Let/a be the extension 
of v* to all Lebesque measurable subsets of"~. We call/a the Lebesgue 
measure on 9~ (although this is not a standanl terminology). Then/a is 
a normalized (i,e,, ~t(q~) = 1), complete, regular (see 1281 for th~ ter- 
minology) measure and if s is a binary finite sequence bt(N s) = 2 -ha(s). 
As usual we give the product spaces 9C =c/~m the product measure. We 
shall restrict ourselves to this measure in the sequel although all our re- 
sults would go through for any other normalized, complete, regular mea- 
sure which is reasonable enough as far as definability is c~;ncerned. 
A classical result says that all I:~ sets are Lebesgue measurable. Again, 
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Solovay (see [ 141 ) proved that the existence t~f a measurable cardinal 
implies that every !2 ~ set is Lebesgue measurable, while earlier Mycielski 
and Swierczkowski [ 251 (see also [ 7 ] ) proved that PD implies that 
every projective set is Lebesgue measurable. Again, we shall make use 
of these results without explicit mentioning, 
Proposition 1.5,1 holds as welt in the measure case (replacing 'meager' 
by "having measure 0'), using, of  course, Fubini's Theorem this time. 
Apart from a few exceptions, any result we mention later holds for both 
measure and category. This is because tno~t of the theorems we use 
about (say) measure have analogous (dual) versions in terms of category 
(e,g. the Kuratowski++Ulam Theorem and Fubini's Theorem). An excel- 
lent account of this duality phenomenon betweep measure and category 
can be found in [261, which also contains practically every measure or 
category theoretic result we shall need later. 
And we conclude 1.5 wiil~ a definition. 
Definition. Let A ~ 9+ be Lebesgue measurable. If I" is a pointc!ass, we 
say that the measure of A is in I" (or is a F real) iff 
{r >_ O: r is rational & v(A) > r} is in I". 
(To be more precise one should think of the rationals coded in some 
recursive way by elemer ~s of co in this definition.) One of the problems 
which we shall attack iv this paper is the problem of computing the de- 
finab21ity of the measure (,f the arithmetical nd analytical sets. 
1.6. 
The whole discussion in this paper takes place in ZF + DC, Zermelo-  
Fraenkel set theory with Dependent Choices: 
(DC) Vu~x 3o(u ,o )Er  ~* 3 fYn( f ( t z ) , f (n  + i ) )~ r .  
Every additional hypothesis i stated explicitly. Projective Determinacy 
occurs very. frequently as assumption i the statements of theorems, but 
we never make direct use of  it, We simply draw conclusions from some 
of its known consequences, As a general rule every theorem we state if 
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restricted to the second level of the projective hierarchy (E 21 ,n 21, A~ ) 
needs only the assumption that a measurable cardinal exists or even 
that ¥~ (~# exists) (see [36] for this notation). 
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2. The basic computations 
The first step in the attempt to obtain definability results about mea- 
sure and category is to compute precisely the complexity of these no- 
tion:;. To be more clear consider a pointclass P which is 9f-parametrized. 
[By that we mean that for each space cff there is a G ~ ~7 x ~J such 
that G ~ P and the sections Gx = {y: (x,y) ~ G} give exactly the sub- 
sets of ~ which belong to P - we call such a G an ~X-universal set (for 
subsets o fq l  in F).] Let G c__ 9C x ~ be in P and universal for subsets of 
c~ in 1". Our main concern in this section will be to evaluate the com- 
plexity of the two relations 
and 
9tt (x, r) ,~ ta(G x) > r 
e (x) ',, G x is n(,t meager, 
(Here r runs through the nonnegative rationals.) 
We shall actually carry out these computations for the case of the 
finite Borel pointclasses and the projective pointclasses. For the mea- 
sure case and for the finite Bore! classes the computations can already 
be found in the work of Sacks [291 and Tanaka [39]. Tanaka [39] has 
moreover computed the measure of the ~' ~ sets of reals. 
2. 1. The j?nite Borel pointclasses 
2. i. 1. The measure case 
Theorem 2.!.1 (Saclcs [29',, "lanaka [391). Letn  >_ 1 and let G ~ F,°n be 
oR-universal for  Y.~ subsets o f  ~ .  Then the relation 
o (,,, r) ,,, ta(G ,) > r 
is ~,0 n .
Proof. Let A E ~o say ot ~ A ~'.:, 3n(' f f(n)~ T), where T is a tree on w. 
Then 
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/1(A) > r ,* 3u  3k  [Vl < k(fu),  ~ T) & (u) o . . . . .  (u)k_ I 
are pairwise incompatible & ~ #(N(u) l )  > r]  , 
l<k 
where for any sequence s 
N s = {e: ~(lh(s))  = s} . 
Thus 
zo  
0 n o such We proceed now by induct ion on !!. l fA  ~ I:n+ l , find B 
that 
o~ ~ A ¢, 9 re (m,  ~)  ~ B "~ ~ ~ O m B m , 
SO that moreover  
m <_ rn' ~, B m C_ Bm, . 
Then 
/1(A) > r ~ 3 tn(/1(B m ) > r) ~, 3 nl(#(c~ - B m ) < ! - r) 
(recall that/1(c~ ) = 1 ) 
3m 31( /1 (c l~-Bm ) < _ 1 -~r -  !/1) 
• =" 3 Ill :117(/l(cJq _ Rm ) > 1 - r - 1/I) . 
Apply now the induct ion hypothesis.  The uniformit ies are obvious. 
2.1.2. The category case 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let  n >_ 1 and  let G ~ ~,° n beC~-univcrsa l  j~r  ~.° n subsets  
o f~.  Then the relat ion 
e°n(~.) ¢~ G~ is not  mea~er  
is 7. o. 
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Proof, I fA ~ I~ °, then a ~ A ~ an (~(n) ~ T), where Tis a tree on co. 
Then (by the Baire Category Theor 'm) we have: 
A is not meager ~ T # 0 o 3s (s ~ 73. 
so 
0 Proceed now by induction on n. IrA ~ I:n+ 1 find B ~ l°n such that 
Then 
¢~ E A '~ 3 m (m, ~) E B ~ ~ ~ U m B m . 
A is not meager ~ (3m)(B  m is not meager) 
3 m 3 s (Ns - B m is meager) 
3 m 3 s - I (N s - B m is not meager). 
Apply now the induction hypothesis. The uniformities are again obvious 
Remark. The computations in this subsection are best possible. For the 
measure ca~ let s o = (0), s I = (1, 0), s 2 = (1, 1~ 0), s 3 = ( i, 1, 1, 0), ... 
and let S ~ ~,  S ~ Zn ° - Hn ° . Put 
A = {a: 3k(k ,~S & ~E Nsk)} . 
Then A ~ ~° n and p(A)= ~kes2  -k - l  . If/s(A) ~ An °, then S~ A °, a con- 
tradiction. (See also Tanaka [39, p. 36] .) 
For the category case use the ~me S, A as before. If ~° n E A ° , then 
since 
k ~ S ~, A n Nsk is not meager, 
we have S E z~n ° , a contradiction. 
2 ~ The pro ject ive poo~tclasses 
The computations in 2.1 were more or less straightforward. This is 
not the case when we gn to the projective pointclasses. Here the com- 
putations are much more involved. The first result here is due to Tanaka 
[39] who computed the measure of  a 1~[ set (uniformly). His computa- 
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tion utilized a decomposition of I:[ sets into a union of closed sets in- 
dexed by the reals, say 
such that 
A = O~A~ 
/a(A ) = supa/a(A ~ ). 
(This decomposition is the same one used in the proof of Choquet's 
Theorem that every I;~ set is capacitable, see [4] .) This method has no 
hope to be applied in the category, case and does not seem to be easily 
meralizable to higher levels in the measure case. The method we use 
below is entirely different from Tanaka's and has the advantage that it 
workz for both measure and category and at every level. It is based on a 
corollary of uniformization which has been discovered and used in in- 
vestigations concerning the capacitability of projective sets (cf. [3, 24, 
32]). 
First let us recall the Uniformization Theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1. (a) (Novikoff -Kondo-Addison).  Every H I subset o f  
9f X cR can be uniJbrmized by a II~ set, i.e., given A E H~, A c_ ~ xc~ 
we can f ind A * E II~, A* c_ ~ X 9~ such that A * c__ A and 
3a(x ,a )~Ao 3!a(x ,a )~A*  
i (b) (Mosehovakis [20). i f  Determinacy (A ~,, ) holds, then ever), H2,,+ l 
t set can be uniformized by a l'I2n÷! set. 
Corollary 2.2.2 (Shochat [321 ). Assume Projective Determ#:acy and 
n >_ 1 below: 
I ra  E A ~ 313(a, [3) ~ B, where B E I l l  we can f ind a Borel set 
B' c_ B such that i f  ~r[B' ] = {or: 3 t3 (or,/3) E B' }, theo 
u(A  - ~[B ' I  ) = o .  
Similarly for  category. 
1 The phrase 'similarly for category' means that a result holds as well when one replaces 'Ldres- 
ClUe measttrable" by 'itaving the prol~rty of Baire', 'measure 0" by hraeager', "not meager' by 
'having positive measttte' and "comeager' by 'having measure 1', 
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Proof. Uniformize B by B* ~ FI[ if ,z = 1 or by B* ~ II1+1 if n >_ .2. The 
function with domain A defined by 
f (a )  = ~3 ~ (~,,/~) ~ B* 
is Lebesque measurable (r-.cail here that PD ~ Every projective set is 
Lebesque measurable). So we can find a Borel function g with J~orel 
domain A' ~ A such that f=g on A' and v(A -A ' )  = 0. Put 
(a,/3) ~ B' ~, f (~) =/3& a ~ A' ~ g(a) =/3&a ~ A' 
Then B' is Borel and la(A - , r [B ' |  ) = la(A - A ' )  = O. 
The proof for the category case is the same since every function with 
the property of Baire is equal to a Borel functio:l c.xcept on a meager set. 
Using now Theorem 2.2.2, we proceed to l:.,rove 
Theorem 2.2.3. (a) (Tanaka [391 ). Let G ~ Eli be °R-universal ~or Y,~ 
subsets of°t~, Then the relation 
c'dI~(a,r)o/a(G~) > r 
is ~,~. 
(b) Assume Projective Determinacy. I f  for n >_ 2, G ~ ~.l n is °~-univer- 
sal fbr I~ln subsets of°R, the relation 
is Y, ~ . 
Proof. We prove first (b) assuming (a). Let n ~->- 2 and A E X; ~. Find 
B e ntn_l such that 
By Theorem 2.2.2, we can find B' c_ B, B' Borel such that ~(A - rdB'] ) = 
0. Thus 
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hi(A) > r ~ (gB')(B' is Borel &B '  G B & gt(rt[B'] ) > r ) .  
Employing some standard FI[ coding of  the Borel sets by reals, we can 
easily see that the above statement is ~n l . (We use (a) to translate 
gt(#[B'] ) > r to a ~[ statement.) The uniformities are clear. 
Proof of(a). LetA ~ Z[ and f indB ~ II °,  sayB = IT],  where T i sa  
tree on to X o0, such that 
~EA o 3 /3 (a , /3 )~B.  
Ultiformize B by B* in the standard ' leftmost branch' way of  uniformi- 
zing a closed set and consider the Lebesque measurable function fw i th  
domain A such that 
f (a)  = ~ o (a, fl) ~ B ~ . 
Given e > 0 find a cgmpact subset A,  of  A such that g(A -A  e) < ¢ 
and g = f t  A,  is'continuous on A ~. Then C e = {(~, ~): g(e) = ~} ~ B is 
also compact and C~ = [ T~ ], where T~ ~ T is a finite splitting tree on 
~o X 60. This analysis gives 
I~(A) > r -~ 3 J  [J is a finite splitting subtree of T with no 
finite branches & g(p[J]  ) > rl , 
where p[J] = {~: 3/$ (a, ~) ~ [J] }. Since p[J] is arithmetical in J when 
J is finite splitting, the proof  is complete. The uniformities are again 
obvious. 
Corollary 2.2.4. Let F beany of  the classes Z~n, II~,, An (i = 0, 1 &n >- I). 
The measure of  a set of  reals in F ls a F real. (We need here PD i f  i = 1 & 
n>_2.)  
We prove now the analog of  Theorem 2.2.3 for category. 
Theorem 2.2.5. (a) Let G E ~,[ bege-universal for £~ subsets of  C~. 
Then the relation 
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e I (t~) ~* G~ is not meager 
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(b) .4ssume Projective Detenninao'. Then for n >_ "~ if  G ~ ~,~ is 9~- 
u~ivercal for r )~ subsets o f  q~ the relation 
e~(a) ,* G~, is not meager 
/s 
ProoL Again (b) follows from (a) as in Theorem 2.2.3 using the corres- 
ponding category version of Theorem 2.2.2. We now prove (a). 
Let A ~] ,  A not meager. Find B ~ I10 such that a ~ A ~* 3~(a,/3)~B 
and by uniformization let fbe  a function with the property of  Baire 
whose graph is contained in B and which has domain A. By a standard 
topological theorem (see [26, p. 20~), we can find a G~ set A' c_c_ A such 
that A - A' is meager and g = f l A' ~,s continuous on A'. By Theorem 
1.5.2, we can find an e: Seq ~ Seq ~.~uch t at e is monotone and g = e*. 
Let now T be a tree on ~ X w such that B = IT].  Since e* ~ f and 
graph(f) c__ B, we have that if e! (s) = lh(e(s)) 
Ys [(s I'¢ 1 (s), e(s)) E T] . 
This leads to the following: 
A is not meager'~ (3e'l[e: Seq-, Seq & Ys ((s ['q (s), 
e(s)) ~ T) & domain(e*) is i~ot meager] 
This is clearly ~.  The uniformity is again obvious. 
Remark. The computations in 2.2 are again best p~3~.sible. This can be 
shown as in the end of 1.2. 
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3. Measure and category theoretic uniformity 
We use now the computations in Section 2 and prewellordering tech- 
niques to prove that (assuming PD if n > I ) for any n >- 1 if a is Anl - in a 
set of/3's of positive measure, then o~ is A~ (similarly for category). From 
this it will follow that for almost all a, 
where 
k~n+l = ~'2n+l , 
~'~n+l = sup{~j: ~ is the length era A[n+! (~) prewcllordering o f~ } 
. kt0 
and k2n+ 1 = ?'2n*l (similarly for category). [The ordinals ~,~n÷l are the 
analogs of the Church-Kleene ordinals co~(= k~) which play such an 
important role in recursion theory.] These results are then applied to 
obtain (effective) approximation theorems for various analytical point- 
classes. 
All the results we prove here are known for the first level (see Sacks 
[29], Tanaka [38] and Thomason [44] ). Sacks' and Thomason's meth- 
ods do not seem to generalize asily, while Tanaka's approach as out- 
lined in [38] (for the measure case) is 'soft' enough and can be genera- 
lized appropriately to all levels for measure and category as well. We 
note here that in the first level the category case was done previously 
using forcing on L,o I . The computation i Theorem 2.2.5 provides the 
basic ingredient for a forcing-free proof. 
3.1. On Aln reals 
Recall that 
We put for convenience 
The relation a -n  13 ~ a <-n/3 &/3 <-n a is clearly an equivalence r lation 
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and we call the equivalence class [ , In  = {~: ~--=-, a ) the A]z'degree of a. 
Clearly, i ra ~ A / then  ~ <=n/3 for all i3 and conversely. We prove below 
that the converse also holds if a =<,~ t3 on a large enough set of/Ys. 
Theorem 3.1.1, (a) (Sacks [29] )Assume that #({/3: a <l  ~)) > 0. Then 
txEA I , 
(b) Assume Projective Detenninacy. Then for  any n >- 2 iJ" 
- #})> 0 then e a),. 
Proof, We give a proof  that works for all n (assuming PD if necessary). 
One of  the basic ideas used in it traces back to Sacks [30, § 10]. 
Let F = FI~ or _v]~ according t~s n >_ 1 is odd or even. Then Prewellor- 
dering(P) holds. Let W c ¢o3 × ,;~ be a P set which is o3-universal for P 
subsets of ¢o 2 X O~. Let ~o be a '!'-norm on W. If a ~ &)~ (/3) then, by 
'boundedness',  we can find e, ~:*, i*, m* such that 
(e*, l*, m*,  3) ~ W & 
a( l )  = m ,~ (e ,  1, m, 3) ~ IV o ~e,  I, m,/3) <_ ~e* , ! * ,m* , f J )  
Put Hg, e,,t, ,m, = {(I, m): ¢(e. l, nl, /3) <_ ~e* ,  1", m*,/3)), whenever 
(e*, l*, m*,/3) ~ W. Thus every a <-n/3 is of the form H~e,e,l,,m . 
Let ~ be a real such that 
i 
A = {3: a <~n fl} 
has positive measure, Since 
where 
A = U So, *,l*,m* , 
e e*,l*,tn* 
Se, e. t .m.  = (~.~: (e*, I*, m*, (3) ~ W & a = H~e,e , , l , ,m . ), 
we can find e, e*, 1", m ~' such that 
is(S e, e, t, m, ) = Is(S) > r> 0 ,  
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where r is rational. By the usual approximation theorems, we can find a 
recursive set R such that/a(R A S) <- ~r. Then it is easy to see that 
a(l) = m o #({fl: t ieR  & (e, l ,m, fl) <_~ (e* , l * ,m*,~)) )> Sr 
~* #({fl: {3~R & (e, l ,m, f3) <_~ (e*, /* ,m*,#)})> ~r 
which by Theorem 2.2.3 shows that t~ ~ A~x. 
As expected, we have a similar result for category. 
Theorem 3.1.2. (a) (Hinman [9], Thomason 144] ). Assume that 
{fl: ~ <1 t} is not meager. Then ~ E A~. 
(b) Assume Projective Determinacy. i f  for any n ~ 2, {~: ~ <-n t} is 
not meager, then a E A~. 
Proof. Proceed exactly as in Iheorem 3. I. 1 until S is found to be not 
meager. Then we can find a basic neighborhood N u such that N u - S is 
meager. Then we can easily see that 
at , ,  = m ,* {fl: t3 N. 
meager 
¢* {fl: f l eN  u 
meager, 
& (e, l, m, t) <-~ (e*, l*, m*, fl)} is not 
& (e, l, m, #) <-~ (e*, 1", m*, ~)} is not 
For any n >_ 1 put 
,. ;~ = sup {~: ~ is the length o fa  Anl (a) prewe|lordering ofg~}. 
Then ~ = w~ and the ordinals X~n+l are considered as appropriate ge- 
neralizations to higher odd levels of the ordinals toy. Sacks [291 proved 
that for almost all reals a 
OJ~ =001 •
3.2. The ordinqls ;k2n+! 
so that again a ~ A~ by Theorem 2.2.5. 
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Thomason [44] proved the category analog of this. We prove here the 
generalizations of these facts to all odd levels. To do it we need first to 
develop a little prewellordering theory which allows us to understand 
the ordinals )'~,~1 a little better; notice that for n > 0 they are all un- 
countable while, their definition via prewellorderings of the continuum 
does not seem ,~asy to work with. 
Let 9"~n+l (k, t~) ,~, 9(k,  ~) be a H~n+l set such that: 
(a) 9 is t,.r-universal for li~n+l subsets ofg~. 
(b) For each fixed a the set 
9 ¢ = (k: (k, a )e  9 } 
1 (0:) and A C is a ll~n+l(a) complete st~bset of to (i.e., ifA ~ H2,,+ l _ co, 
there is a re,ursive f: to ~, to such that 
~: E A ~, f in )  ~ 9 ~).  
Assuming PD if necessary, consider a II~n+l-norm ~0 on •. By the proot 
of Lemma 10, in [ 19], we have the very important fact that 
(*) X'~,,+ ! = sup (~k,  a): (k, a )e  9 }. 
Using (*), one can prove the generalization f the 'Specter criterion', i.e. 
a <2,,+t ~ ~' [x%,~ < x~,,÷l " 9 ~ <-2~,~ fll • 
I -jump of [a] denoted by Remark. Given a A~n+l-degree [al ,  the A2n.l 
[al '  is tA ] (or more precisely [C A 1, where C A is characteristic func- 
tion erA).  where A is any complete lI~n+l (a) subset of tz. By (b) above, 
[a 1' ~': [ 9 c' ] and the Specter criterion takes the form 
e d'  d<2n+le ~ [;k'~n+i < X2n+! "~, ~2n÷le] 
where d = [a} ,  e -- [~] are two  A~n+t-degrees.  
~Ve are now ready to prove: 
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Theorem 3.2.1. (a) (Sacks [29] ) For almost all a, co~ = to I . 
(b) Assume Prolective Determinacy. Then for any n >_ 1 and almost 
alia, ~'~n+l = h2n+l  • 
Similarly for categorv (Thomason [44], for n = 0). 
Proof. By Spector's criterion, if/a({a: ~gn+l > h~,t+t }) > 0, then 
/a({a: 9 xt° ~2n+la}) > 0, so by Theorem 3.1.1 ~xt0 =PE Aln+ l
which is a contradiction. 
Remark. Let c~2n(k, a) ¢, e5 (k, a) be the analog of 92'*.! for the point- 
class X~n- If~p is a X~n-norm on c5, we have in general 
def 
sup a): (k, a) } = ta 2 n ,¢ . 
Thus we do not k~ow if Theorem 3.2.1 is still true for ~'~I even levels, 
although we conjecture that it is. Nevertheless notice that 
xt0 
Thus for almbst all a,/a~n,~ =/a2n,~ =/a2n,~ (similarly for category). 2 
We will use this hct in 3.3. 
3. 3. A approximations o f  Y. and H sets 
I fA ~ II] and a ~ A o f (a)  ~ W0, where f i s  recursive and fl~ W0 ,~ 
({(m, n): fl(2 m • 3 n ) = 0} is a wellordering), then 
A = Ut<~lA  ~ , 
with A t = {a: f (a)  E W0 & If(a)l = ~} (where for ~ W0, t~1 = length 
of the wellordering coded by/3). This gives a canonical decomposition 
of A into S l Borel sets. Selivanowski (see [ 151 ) proved that for some 
~0 < t~l: 
2 It follows from some results of [ i0 l ,  recent unpublished work of Martin and Solovay and the 
techniques of this section that if ~ = sup{t: t is a ~nl(~) ordinal} and 6 n = 6~ tO then for al- 
most allot, ~ = ~n (assuming PD). (For n ffi 2 this was proved earlier by Sacks.) 
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t~(A) = v(U~< ~oA ~). 
A natural question arises: How small is ~o ? Tanaka [40] used Theorem 
3.2.1 (a) to prove that ~0 = to1 is enough, i.e., 
/J(A) -': V(lJt < ~ lAt ) .  
We prove the ~nalog of this result for all odd levels below. But first let 
t set A and a H i us introduce some notation. Given a Fl2n ÷ 1 2n+ 1 -norm 
on A ,  we put 
A~ = ( t~:aeA & ~0(a)=/~). 
I Then for each li, A~ ~ h2n+l and A = O~< I~A~, where I~1 = length of 
¢. (In general, I~1 is uncountable and if A is complete then by Moscho- 
vakis 1191, 
I ~:  t prewell- t~t = 62n+1 = sup ~ is the length of a a2n+l 
ordering of ~ ) ) .  
Theorem 3,3.1. (a) (Tanaka [40] ). I rA  ~ [I[ and ~p, A ~ are as above, 
then 
v(A) =V(Ot<~A~) • 
t A~ as (b) Assume Projective Deternlinaey. I rA  ~ Fl2n+l and ~o, are 
above, then 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.1,/a(A) =/a(A '), where A' = A n (a: ~'~n+ I = 
3,2n+t }. Now, i re  ~ A & ,p(a) = ~, the~ ~ is the length ofa  ,~n+t(a) 
prewellordering, namely the restrictiou of <-~ to the reals <_~a, i.e., 
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Thus, ~ < a . >`2n+1 So fo ra  ~A' i f~(a)  = [i, then ~ < hgn. +l = >`2n+I . Thus 
v(A ) = v (A ' )  = v(U~< ~,2.+~A~'). 
Corollary (of the proof) 3.3.2. (a) (Tanaka [381 ). I rA  ~ HI, then 1"or 
every e > 0 we can f ind a B~ E A ~ such that B¢c__ A and/a(B~) > la(A ) -  e 
I l ia(A) E A[, then we can f ind B E &[ such that B c A and la(B) = la(A ). 
(b) Assume Pro/ective Determinacy. I rA  ~ llln or ~ according as n 
is odd or even, then for  every e > 0 we can f ind B e ~ Aln suth that 
B~ c_ A and g(B~) > v(A) - e. I l ia(A) E A !,~ , then we can f indB E A 1 
such that B c_ A and p(B) = la(A). 
Proof. Let P = f l l  or 2;~ according as n is odd or even. Let ~7(k, a) be 
7(k, a) or eS(k, a) (resp.) as defined in 3.2. Let $ be a l"-norm on 5 r . 
Since A ~ F, we can find k such that 
A = ~k = {a: (k, a) e 5' } .  
Put ~)  = ¢,(k, a). As in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 
#(A) - *~ ~(IJ~< ~At , 
where v = X n or .an. ~ according as n is odd or even and 
Since v = sup{~k(k, >,t0): (k, Xt0) ~ ff }, given e > 0, we can find k~ 
such that if ~(k~, >`t0) = 0 r, then ta(A~ ) >- ta(A) - e. Bat 
aEA*  , *~A & ~a)<0, .  
~, a ~ A & ~(k, ~) <_ ~,(k~, Xt0) 
,~ (k, ~,) <_~. (k~, >,tO) 
,~ (k, a) <_~ (k~, >,tO) 
Thus A~ ~ An t and we are done. 
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Now assume #(A ) ~ A)r. By the above (if r varies over the nonnegative 
rationals), 
¥r 3k [/a(A)> r,~ (k, ;~t0)~ 9" & p(A~tt,at0))> r] . 
S inceP(~,k)~, [#(A)>r-'~, (k , ) , t0 )~ 9" & ,1" #(- ~(a~, ,t0)) > r] is a 1-' rela- 
tion and since Prewellordering(I') holds, we get by standard prewellor- 
dering arguments that there exists f~  A~ such that 
Vr Ira(A) > r ",, ( f(r) ,  ?,tO) e ff & la(A¢(f(r),xto)) > r] . 
Put 
B = Ur, t ,(f(r~, xt0) 
Then B ~ AI~, B .c A & u(B) =/a(A).  
It is clear now that there are analogs of Theorems 3.3.i and 3.3.2 
for category. 
Theorem' 3.3.3. (a) (Tanaka [40] ). l f  A ~ H[ , ~, A~ are as in Theorem 
3.3.1, then A - U~< wiA ~ is meager. 
(b) Assume Projective Determinacy, Then i rA E ~-ll~n+l, ~o, A~ are as 
in Theorem 3.3.1, A - U~ < x2n+ 1A ~ Js meager. 
If A, B are sets of reals, we say that A, B are of  the same category if 
both are meager, or both nonmeager or both comeager. 
Corollary 3.3.4. (a~ Every ii[ set contahzs a/x~ set o f  the same category. 
(b) Assume Projective Determinacy. Every 111 or ~1 set, according as 
n is odd or even, contains a Al n set o f  the same category. 
Proof. 9,'~ use the notation of the proof of Corollary 3.3.2. If A E P = Iln l 
or Y n i according as n is odd or even and irA is meager or nonmeager, 
then the result follows from Theorem 3.3.3. Thus let A be comeager. 
Sin~:e A is comeager, we have that for every s 
N s c~ A is not  meager .  
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Ys 3k [(k, ),tO)~ -7 &A~(k~xt0)n ~ is not meagerl .
Then we can f ind f~ An 1 such that 
Vs [(f(s), ~kt0)E sr & A~(f(s),kt0 ) N N s is not meagerl .
Put B = IJs(N s n A ~0(f(s)j, t0))- Then B ~ A! n, B c A and B is con,eager. 
Remark 3.3.4. There are X ~ sets of measure 1(comeager) which contain 
no Ai sets of positive measure (nonmeager). An example (see Theorem 
4.3.1) is 
= • 
Remark 3.3.5. In Corollary 3.3.2, the provision g(A )E A I is needed 
since for any B E z~, #(B) ~ A~ while Tanaka [39] gives examples of 
rl[ setsA with #(B)~ A~ (see also Section 2). 
Remark 3.3.6. It is not true in general that ifA ~ 1"I[, we can find a 
B ~ A[, B ~ A such that A -B  is meager. In fact, one can easily prove 
that a II[ set A has a A~ subset B such that A -B  is meager iff 
R A (s) ,* A n N s is not meager 
is a A~ relation (see also Theorem 4.2.4). 
Remark 3,3.7. The theorems of Subsection 3,3 will be greatly improved 
later using the more sophisticated techniques of Section 4. 
3. 4. A uniform version of  Kreisel's selection theorem 
We state and prove here another example of what Sacks [291 calls 
'measure theoretic uniformity'. It is known that if I ~ = H 1 or I; 1 ac~r-  
ding as n is odd or even and if Prewellordering(P) holds, then for any 
P E P we have (the Generalized Kreisel's Selection Theorem): 
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Vm ~n P(~, m, n) ~ 3fi ~ ,~), (~) Vm P(~, m, fl(m)), 
so that in particular 
Wn ~n P(.,  m, ~) =* 3/3 E A]~(a) Vm 3n <_ fl(m) P(~, m, n).  
The next result shows tt at on a set of measure 1 "3~3 ~ " ~" "" ,anta~ can be 
replaced by "3t3~ A !"  
Theorem 3.4.1. (a) (Sac,~s [29] ). Let P(a, m, n) be a II l predica;e. Then 
/a({e: Vm -qn P(~, m, n) -~ 3/3 ~ zk~ Vm 3n _<_ ~(m) P(a, m, n)}) 
=l  . 
(b) Assume Projective Determina~:v. Let r' : ll~t or ~1 according as n 
is odd or even. Then iJ'P(c~, m, n) is in P, we have 
=1.  
Proof. LetA = {a: Vm 3n P(a, m, n)} and ;~(A) =a. I fa  = 0, there is 
nothing to prove. So l~t a > 0. Suppose now 0 < r < a is ratior;;J and 
e > 0 is rational. We shall prove that we can find ~ ~ A,I z such th t  
ts({a: Vm 3n <- t3(m) P(a,  m, n))  ) .>_ r+- e 
which will complete the pr~Jof. 
By Theorem 3.3.2, we can find B _c A, B ~ An l such that is(B) > r. 
Since 
A~ n = {a: 9n < i P(a, m, n)) t A m = {~: 3n P(cx, m, n)} 
and A m ~ A,  we get 
u(B - A ~ ) ~ ta(B - A m ) = O,  
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Vm 3i [/z(B -A  m ) <_ e l2  m+l I • 
Since the matrix following 3i is in l", we can find/~ ~ An 1 such that 
Vm [V(B m _ - Aa(m )) < el2 m+! ] . 
Then 
and 
u(a  - n . ,  A ~%,,)) = u(U,,, (a  -A~ra))) <- Xmla(B - A~ra)) <- e 
p(flmA~(m))=g.( {c~: Vm 3n <_ ~m)P(a ,m,n) ) ;  >_/a(B)- e 
>'-- r - -  ~ . 
Remark. In Theorem 3.4.1, we cannot replace "3n ~ #(m) ~+(c~, m, n)" 
by "P(a, m, t3(m))" as we surely would like to. We cannot als+) replace 
measure l~y category. The common counterexample is 
P(a, m, n) '~. a(m) = n. 
3.5. A structure theorem Jbr small sets 
The following result gives some interesting information about the 
structure of the null and meager sets of  the various analytical pointclas- 
ses. Its proof uses an idea of [ 13 ] plus the computations of 2.2. 
Theorem 3.5.1. Assume Projective Determinacy, when n >_ 2 below, f f  
r = II l or ~,1 n according as n is odd or even, then there exists a largest 
P set o f  measure 0 and a largest meager P set. This fails when P - ti l - -  2n  
or ~ln+ 1 . 
Proof. Let P be as above. Let W(k, a) be ~-unive~al for P subsets ofC~. 
Let ~o be a F-norm on I¢. Let 
QCn, ~) + W(n, a) & ~({~: ~n,  t~) < ~(n, ~)}) = O+ 
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Then Q ~ r.  We claim that 
P(a) ~" 3n Q(n, a) 
is the largest set of measure 0 in 1-'. Because if W n = {a: W(n, ~)) has 
measure 0, then clearly Q(n, a) for all a ~ liP,. Thus W n ~ P. Conversely, 
to show that V(P) -- 0 it is enough to show that each Q, = (a: Q(n, ~)) 
has measure 0. Let Qn,~ = {a ~ Qn : ¢(n, a) = }). Then t~(Q,,,~) =0 and 
Qn = U~<l~l Qn.~. Thus la(Q n) = O. 
The same argument works for category also. To show the nonexis- 
tence of largest null or meager sets for the classes 1-I~,~, l ~2n+l ,  we call 
use the basis theorem for xtn sets (see the introduction of Section 4) 
1 and Large II2n÷t sets (see Theorem 4,1.2,) respectively. 
Remark. By Theorem 3.3.2, if 1" = Illn or X;~, according as n is odd or 
even, the intersection of all P sets of measure 1(comeager) is the same 
as the intersection of all Ani sets of measure 1(comeager). Call this inter- 
section M, (C n). Clearly, M n (C n ) E F. If n is odd (even) then the previ- 
ous result shows that the intersection of all X;~ (fI],) sets of measure 1
(comeager) is also a ~;n l (lrl~,) set, say M* (Cn*). Clearly M* c_. Mn 
(C* n C_. Cn). Sacks (see [40] ) proved that M~ ~ M t and C* ~ C 1 . (See 
also Subsection 4.2 in this connection.) 
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4. The basis theorems 
Computing bases for the various analytical pointclasses i  one of the 
central problems in (effective) descriptive set theory. The most impor- 
tant result here is the Novikoff-Kondo-Addison basis theorem: Every 
nonempty II~ set contains a II~ singleton and every nonempty E l set 
contains a A l real. 
Martin and Solovay [18] proved that the existence of a measurable 
cardinal implies that the A41 reals form a basis for the Z3 t sets of reals 
and subsequently Mansfield [16] improved it by showing that the same 
assumption implies that II~ singletons are a basis for Il I sets of reals. 
Finally, Moschovakis [ 201 completely generalized the Novikoff-Kondo 
-Addison theorem by showing that if every A I n game is determined, 
1 -1 1 then II2n+1 singletons are a basis for h2n+l sets of reals and thus A2n÷2 
reals are a basis for 1 2;2n+2 sets of reals. 
The above mentioned results are clearly best possible. Nevertheless 
Sacks [29] and independently Tanaka [381 proved that the basis theo- 
rem for II] sets can be considerably improved if one restricts attention 
to large II~ sets. They showed that every It] set of positive measure 
contains a A] real. The same result for category is also true and is due 
to Hinman [9] and Thomason [44] who built on work of Feferman 
[61. 
We first prove in this section a general basis result for large sets which 
includes as special cases the above theorems of Sacks, Tanaka and 
Hinman-Thomason a d at the same time proves their extensions to all 
odd levels of the hierarchy (assuming PD). Then we proceed to apply 
the basic idea involved in the proof of this result to more specific situa- 
tions to get stronger definability theorems about measure and category. 
4.1. A general basis theorem for large sets 
Let Q be a o-ideal of subsets of °R. We think of the elements of Q as 
being 'small' sets and as standard examples of 0 we have the o-ideal of 
nullsets and the o-ideal of meager sets. Suppose P is a pointclass. We call 
Q r-additive iff for any sequence {At}t< ~, of subsets of q~ for which 
the prewellordering (on U t < ~,A ~) defined by 
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a <-/$ o least ~{~ E A ~ ] ~ least ~[/~ A ~ ] 
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is in F, ifA~ ~" Q for all ~ < k, then U~< xA~ E Q. By Tl~eorem 1.5.1, 
the o-ideals of null sets and meager sets are F-additive for any projective 
class P (assuming PD), 
We are now ready to prove 
Theorem 4.1.1. Assume q is a o-ideal, P any (ligh t-face) analytical class, 
W ~ P an q~ -universal set for F subsets of  °R. I f  Scale (F), Q is P-additive 
and the relations 
t 
are in F, then eyeD' set in P which does not belong to Q contains a real 
! (Clearly the typical examples of such P's are l12n+l, Xln (assuming 
PD for n >_ 1) and the typical examples of such O's are the o-ideals of 
null and meager sets.) 
Proof. LetA ~ F, A it Q. Let {Lp. }.~0 be a F-scale on A. Define 
@,, (a) = <~Oo(a), a(0),  ..., ~o.(a), a(n)~.  
(We use here the notation of Theorem 1.3.1.) 
Then ~k,(a) = @,,(/3) =, ~-(n * 1) = ~-(n + 1). Put 
L(s, a) ,* s ~ Seq & a extends  & a ~ A & lh(s) >_ 1 
& {fl: ~ extends & 13e A & ~lh(s)-I (~) = ff~(s)-t (a)} ~ Q 
& {~: ~extends s &~3EA & ~O~(s)_t(~)< ~th(s)_l(~)} EQ 
(L stands for 'leftmost'.) B) our hypotheses L E F. Define now the fol- 
lowing tree on 6o: 
sE r '~  Qi< lh(s) [L~( 0 n L~o+l ) ~ Q] , 
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where L t = {a: L(t, o0} and i fs  = (n I .... , n , )  then i(i) = (n! . . . .  , ~'i+I )" 
Again it is clear that T ~ F and Ys ~ T 3n (s'n ~ T) (here we use of 
course the l"-additivity of 0) .  Using the Generalized Kreisel's Selection 
Theorem (since Prewellordering (P)), we have that there exists an 
a E A = P n I' such that a ~ [ T]. We claim that a ~ A. Because for 
every n 
n ¢ 0 • 
thus in particular L~¢n) N L~(n+l)d= 0. Pick a,) ~ Lg(n) n L~(n+l). Then 
a n ~ A and a n extends a(n), thus a n ~ a. Nov," if extends t and both are 
in Twe have L s c_ Lt" Also is a, /}E L u then ~lh(u)_l(a) = ~blh(u)_l(/~). 
Thus m >_ n ~ ~n(am ) = (pn(an) which implies, by the limit property of 
scales, that a ~ A .  
Corollary 4.1.2. (a) (Sacks [ 29 ] : Tanaka [ 381 ) Every 171 set ()f positive 
measure conta#ls a A i real. 
(b) Assume Projective Determinably. Every 111n+ 1 set o f  positive mea- 
l sure contains a A2n+l real. 
Similarly for  category (Hinman [91 : Thomason [44] for n = 0). 
Remark 4.1.3. Clearly Theorem 4.1.1 is not restricted to analytical P. 
},t applies as well to any pointclass atisfying some reasonable closure 
properties on top of the general assumptions of  4.1.1. 
Remark 4,1.4. Since Scale (~;0) holds by Theorem 1.3,1, one can easily 
see that the proof of 4,1.1 shows that ever,] arithmetic set of positive 
measure or second category contains an arithmetic real. This has b,2en 
shown (by a different proof) earlier by Sacks [291, Tanaka [391 for 
the measure case. For the category case Shoenfield [34], Hinman ~91 
obtained much sharper estimates; ee Theorem 4.2.6 in this cona-c,aion. 
Remark 4.1.5. We caa refine a little the proof of  Theorem 4.1.1 to 
show that for P as in 4.1.1 every large set in the sense of  measure or 
category which is in t" contains reals o f  every A-degree. We prefer how- 
ever to prove this fact in a more amusing fashion later. 
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4, 2, More on category: strategies ,!br Banach-Mazur games and effec- 
tive approximations 
Let A c_C_~. The Banach-Mazur game G**(A ) associated with A is 
defined as follows: 
Players I, 11 choose successively non-empty finite sequences of inte- 






It is well known (see [26, p. 27] ) that 1I has a winning strategy in 
G**(A) iffA is m,'ager. Thus I wins G**(A) iff ¢~-A is meager on an 
open set (i.e., for some open G, G -A  is meager). Assuming Projective 
Determinacy all Banach-Mazur projective games are determined (this 
indicates immediately why Projective Determinacy proves that all pro- 
jective sets have the property of Baire). What will occupy our attention 
here is the conaputation of the complexity of a strategy for a winning 
player in a projective game. Moschovakis proved (see [21 ] ) that, assum- 
ing PD, every ordinary An l game (i.e. one in which both players play in- 
tegers) has a Anl+l strategy. This implies immediately that every A,t~ 
Banach-Mazur game has a 5nl+l strategy. Although Moschovakis' result 
is best possible in the general case, we t,an improve considerably the es- 
timate in the special case of the Banach-Mazur games. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Assume Pro/ective Determinacy when n > 1. Every 
Banach-Mazur A ln game has a A l n winning strategy. 
Proof. Let A ~ A~ and without l~,ss of  generality assume that I wins 
G**(A). We shall produce a Air. winning strategy for I in G**(A). 
Let [~Pm}m~ be a Anl-scale onA and as in Theorem 4.1.1 put 
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We describe informally a strategy for I in G**(A) which can easily be 
seen to be An l . That it is winning follows as in 4.1.1 : 
Since A is not meager, I starts with the least s o such that Nso - A is 
meager. II plays then some s I . Clearly N,o.sl-  A is meager. Put 
lh(s 0 "s t ) = n I and let 
A 2 = {a: aEA & ~(nl )=so'S 1 & ~[3:1~A & ~(nl)=So'S 1 
& ~nl_ l (#) = ~knl_l(a)} is not meager & {#: ~E A & 
/~(n 1) =So'S 1 & ~bn)_l(/3) < ~nl_l(a)} is meager) 
Then A 2 ~- A n Nso.sl and is not meager. The least s 2 such that 
Nso-sfs2 -A  2 is meager is rs  next move. II plays now s 3 . Clearly 
Nso-Sl.S2.S3 -A  2 is meager. Put lh(so'sl's2"s 3) --n 3 and 
A 4 = {~: aE.4  2 & ~(n 3) =SO'Sl'S2"S 3 
& {#: t3~ A 2 &~(n 3) =So'Sl'S2"S 3 & ¢,,3-1(a) = ¢.3-1(#)i 
is not meager 
& (#: #~ A2 & #-(n 3) = so-sl's2-s 3 & ¢J~3_l(t~) < ~.3_l(a)} 
is meager. 
Then A 4 c_ Nso.sfs.s3 n A 2 is not meager. The least s 4 such that 
Nso-Sfsfsys 4 - A is meager is I's next move, etc. 
Corollary 4.2.2. Assume PD i f  n > !, Let F = H l or E l accordingly a.~ n 
is odd or even. Then i f  I wins a F Banach-Mazur game, he wins it by a 
A tn strategy. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.3, every nonmeager F set contains a nonmeager 
An 1 set. 
Corollary 4.2.3. Assume PD i f  n > I . / f F  = IIn 1 or ~l  n according as n ~s 
odd or even, then every nonmeager P set contains reals o f  every A ln - 
degree. (Tanaka [411, Sacks for n -- 1). 
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If A is a set of  reals having the property of Baire, then A contains a
G~ set B such that A - B is meager. Seeking effective versions, we say 
that an open set G is strongly A~ iff a ~ G ~ ~ n (~(n) ~ T), where T ,.'s 
a A,l~ tree. Similarly, we call a closed set F strongly, A 1 iff a E T 
Vn (~(n) ~ T), where T is a A~ tree, A G s set B is strongly A)z iff 
B = I'l m G m , where ~ ~ G m ~, ~tn (~i(n~  T m ) and the relation 
Q(., m) . - .  e 7",,, 
is A~. A strongly F o A~z set is defined similarly. 
Corollary 4.2,4. Assume PD if n > 1. 
(a) EveLv A)~ set A contains a strongly A)~ G~ set B such that A - B is 
meager. 
(b) l f  F = [I,~ or ~ according as n is odd or even, then .tbr any A E F, 
A contains a strongly A 1 G 6 set B ~ltch that A - ~ is meager i f f  
R A (s) ,~ A n N s ~s m~t m~ager 
is A l n, hi particular, every co,:eager set in P contains a strongly A ln 
dense G~ set. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that any comeager A)~ set A contains a
strongly An 1 dense G~ set B, Let z be a Anl winning strategy for II in 
G**(~-A). We can easily build B from ~" (as in the proof of Theorem 
6.1 of [26, p. 281). 
1 Corollary 4.2.5. Assume PD ~f n > O. A real belongs to every A2n+l 
comeager set ( ( f l i t  belongs to every II~n+l comeager set) i f f  it belongs 
to ever), strongly A!  dense open set i f f  it belongs to every strongly lI~ 
dense open set. 
This corollary can be used to prove the result of  Sacks mentioned in 
3.5 that the intersection of  all zx~ comeager sets is bigger than the inter- 
section of  all $ [  comeager sets. This is because one can construct (~ la 
Friedman) a real ~ of  the same hyperdegree asKleene's 0 which meets 
every strongly An 1 dense open set. Then w~ > co I , so ~ avoids 
{0~: toy = to~} which "~s a I;~ comeager set, 
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Finally Banach-Mazur games can be also used to give an alternative 
proof to a theorem of  Shoenfield-Hinman concerning bases of  non- 
meager arithmetical sets. 
Theorem 4.2.6 (Shoenfield [34] for n = 3, Hinman [91 in general). 
Ever), Z ° nonmeager  set contains a A ° real (n > 3). 
n - 2 
Proof. We prove first by induction on n that i fA ~ Xn ° is comeager, then 
II has a An ° winning strategy for G** (9~-A) ,  uniformly on a code of A 
(as a Zn ° set). This is obvious for n = 1. Assume it true for all m < n and 
let A E E~ °, say a E A ¢, 3k (k, a) ~ B *~ a ~ LlkB k,  where B ~ I I °1 .  
We describe a A ° winning strategy for II in G**(q~-A) :  Let 1 play s 0. 
Then 3k 3s (s extends o and N s - B k is meager). Let (k I , s I ) be the 
least pair such that Nso-S 1 - Bk I is meager (this is a l I ° l  conditio1~ by 
Theorem 2.1.2.) Then s 1 is II's answer to s 0. Now Bkl is comeager in 
Nso-Sl (this means the same thing as Nso.S i -- Bk I is meager) and writing 
Bkl : [~: Vl (1, a) E C} = fit(-'/, 
where C l ~ Zn02 (or A n°_l if n = 2), we have for each I a A0 n.~l strategy 





t l  
t 3 
I, II play successively t o, t I , t 2 , t 3 .... 
non-empty finite sequences 
(X 
and i f~ = to 't  1" ..., then I wins i f f s 'a  ~ X. Otherwise il wins.] Then 
putting together all the or's, II can continue and win easily the rest of 
the game G**(°R -A) .  
To show the main result it is enough to prove that every comeager 
IIn ° set A c~ntains a A°n._l real. Let 
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A = (a: Vk (k, ct) E B} = f lkB k , 
0 0 where B ~ Xn_ l . By what we proved before, there is a A~_ 1 strategy r k 
winning for 11 in G**(O~ -B  k ), uniformly on k, It is easy now to get a 
A°-~ t real a in A. 
4. 3. More on measure: stronger basis theorems and e t]k, ctive approxima- 
tions 
We prove first the analog of Theorem 4.2.3 for measure. 
Theorem 4.3.1, Assuem PI) i f  n > 1. l f F  = HI or ~z according as n is 
odd or even, then every F set of  positive measure contains reals o f  every 
A~:degree (Tanaka I411. Sacks/br n = 1). 3 
Proof. It is enough to prove the theorenl for A ~ A:~. So let A ~ A:z 
have positive measure and assume A ~ '°2. Consider the game G*(A) in 
which player I plays a finite sequence of O's and l's, s o . thel~ II plays 
n t = 0 or !, then 1 plays a finite sequence of O's and l's, s 2, II plays an 
integer n 3 = 0 or t, etc. and I wins iff = so 'n l - s2" l l2  ... EA .  It is enough 
to prove that I has a A:z winning strategy in G*(A). Here is an informal 
description of  such a strategy: 
Since p(A) > 0, let by the den:dry theorem (see [26] ) s O be the least 
s such that .u(A n Ns)/l~(Ns) > ~. I starts with this s o . Now II plays 
n t = 0 or 1 i.e splits Nso into two equal parts. Then obviously 
~(Nso.,q n A) > 0 (since v(A n Nso) > ~.p(Nso)). Let k I = lh(s0"n 1) and 
define A 2 as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Continue in the obvious 
way. 
We studied in 4.2 effective approximation theorems for analytical 
sets in the category case. We do the same thing here for the measure 
case. The first result below is due to Tanaka [38] but the proof we give 
here is different from his. 
a For ewn ~, the same result is true for every uncountable ~ ~t (Moschovakis [ ] 9 ] ). 
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Theorem 4.3.2 (Tanaka [38] ). Let A be a A~ set. Then for every e > 0 
we can f ind a strongly A] compact perfect subset B e C A such that 
#(B e) > l~(A) - e. We can also f ind a strongly A] F o subset o f  A with 
the same measure as A. 
Proof. The last assertion follows from the previous one by Kreisel's 
selection theorem. So assume that e is rational, #(A ) > 0 (otherwise 
there is nothing to prove) and A ~ A ]. Then 
~ A o 3/3 P(~, ~) o 3 !/3 e(cx,/3), 
where P ~ 11 ° . For some recursive tree T on co X co, we have then 
~Ao a /3 (~,~)~ IT] o 3!~(~,J3) E IT] . 
Define now 5 ~ e~ by induction as follows [where for s, t finite se- 
quences of  the same length s <-*t *, ¥i < ih(s) (s(i) <~ t(i)) and tb, each 
finite sequence s 
A'  = & [T I )} ]  : 
6(0) = least k [u(A qO) >- u(A) -{¢]  
(such a k exists since A = LItcA(k) and A(k)t A ) 
8(i + I) = least k[ta(A ~(i+l~q¢) >~/a(,4) - ½e - .,. - 2 - / -2e] .  
We claim that/ i  ~ A[. This is because ach A s ~ A[ (uniformly on s), 
since 
~,EAS,~, 3/3(~(kh(s))<*s & (a,/3)E [T I ) .  
• * 3 !~ (~(lh(s)) <-* s & (a, t~) ~ [ TI ) .  
Now one can easily see that if 
A n = nnA~(n) 
then 
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A ~ = {~: vn (~(n), "~(.))~ ~), 
where 
7 = ((s, t): av<-*t(s ,  v) E T) ,  
so that A ~ is a strongly &,[ compact set. Finally 
/a(A 8 ) = i im ia(A ~'('0) >~ la(A ) - e,  
t l  
An easy modification ofA n produces a perfect compact subset of  it 
with a AI tree ~nd the Same measure. 
Corollary 4.3.3 (Tanaka [38 ] ). The first result o f  Theorem 4.3.2 holds 
i :a  e nl rhe second hohts iJf ta(A) ~ A[, 
Theorem 4.3.4, Assume PD. f in  is even, then jbr every ~' 1 set A and z, n 
eveo, e > 0 we can f ind a strongly A}~ compact perfect set B e sttch that 
B e ~ A & ls(B e) >- #(A ) - e. I f  la(A ) E A)z, we can f ind a strongly A~ F o 
subset o f  A with the ,~mw measure, 
Proof. Again it is enough to prove the first assertion. So let A E A~, 
/a(A) > 0 and e > 0 rational be given. Let 
where B E ~n l l  (by uniformization). Put 
T ~ Q ,~ T is a perfect finite splitting tree on to × to 
& [T] ~B & p([Tl) = (q: ~II3(a, ~) ~ [T] } 
has measure >_/a(A) - e. 
Clearly, Q ~ Z n and Q is nonempty, so by the basis theorem we can find 
TE Anl, T E Q. Then apply Theorem 4.3.2 (relativized). 
We dc not know if Theorem 4.3.4 is true for n odd (a > 1 ) and 
A E Hn 1 although we believe that it is. 
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5. Applications 
The results in the previous ections had to do with definability prob- 
lems in which the notions of  measure and category appeared explicitly. 
It is well known however that measure and category theoretic methods 
can be applieti to prove results which have nothing to do with measure 
or category (cf. for example Spector's proof [37] of the existence of 
incomparable hyperdegrees u ing the measurability of the analytic (i.e. 
I: ~ ) sets and Fubini's theorem). We present below a number of such 
applications 
5.1. Countable analytical sets 
The following is a basic computation i the theory of countable 
analytical sets. It is used for example in proving the existence of largest 
countable II~n+! sets from PD, see 1101 or II 11. 
Theorem 5.1.1. Assume PD when n > I. Let S E v ~z be ~-unil,ersal ]br 
r~l n subsets ofq~. The relation 
P(t~) ~ Sa is" countable 
is 
Proof. By a classical result, ever~ uncountable r ~ set contains a perfect 
subset and by a theorem of Davis [5] PD ~, Every l;n l uncountable set 
contains a perfect subset. Moreover, it is easy to see that a continuous 
function on a closed subset of  c~ can be extended to q~. Using these 
facts we see that 
Sa is countable o Vf (i~ -'R ~ q~ is continuous =~ la(.tISa ] ) = O) 
which completes the proof. 
Remark. Forn  = I one can also use the fact that every ~J(a) countable 
set contains only A] (a)reals to get 
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So, is countable ~ ¥/3 (~e S,, ~ f3~ Al(a)) 
which gives a FI[ definition of P(~) (see also [39, § 1 ] ). It is not known 
if every ~ [ countable set contains only A~ reals (assuming say PD), al- 
though Moschovakis 1201 has proved that every countable t A2n+l set 
t reals (a~uming PI)). 4 contains only ~2n÷l 
It has been ~own in [351 (for n = 1) and then in [131 (in general) 
that (assuming ~.. ) there exists a !argest countable Z~n set and in [31 ] 
(for n = O) and [ lti~ (in general) that there exists a largest countable 
II~n+l set. It is easy to see using the basis theorems for Z~n sets (assum- 
ing PD) that there is no largest countable II~n set. The stone is true for 
2n+l " 
Theorem 5, 1.2. Ass~mu, PD i f  n > 1. There is no largest countable Z2n+l  
set. 
1 Proof. If there exists a largest countable E ~,,+l set A, then c~_ A ~ II2n+1 
has measure 1and contains no A~n.l real contradicting Theorem 4.1.2. 
5. 2. Higher.level analogs o f  L 
It is well known that the set of reals in L is a Z~ set and that E~ 
relations are absolute for L (Shoenfield's theorem). We define an n th 
level higher atlah)g o f  L to be any model M of ZF + DC which contains 
all ordinals and has the following two properties: 
(ii) E 1 relations are :~bsolute for M. 
Kechris and Moschovakis (see [ I01 or [ 11 ]) proved that PD implies the 
existence of higher level analogs Ln of L for any even n >- 4. In fact, 
their models enjoy most of the other important properties of L (for ex- 
ample, L n obeys the analog of Solovay's theorem, i.e.: irA ~ ~1 and 
A - L" ~ ~, then A contains a perfect subset). We show here that there 
are no n th level higher ~nalogs for any odd n (for n = 1 this ~s obvious). 
4 Alter this paper has been c~mp|eted, Martin (unpublished) proved that PD ~ Every countable 
2,~÷t set cont~n,~ only ~2n+l reals, This tesu|t gives also a new proof of Theor ~,m 5.1.2. 
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Theorem 5,2.1. Assume PD. Then if  n is odd there are no n th level 
higher analogs o f  L. 
Proof. Assume that n is odd and (towards a contradiction) that M is an 
n th level higher analog of  L. Then 
M n q~ ~ £ ~n . 
So M :~ c£ is Lebesque measurable and thus by a classical result 
/z(M ca q¢) = 0. Then c~ _ (M t3 q~ ) is a IIn l set o f  measure 1, so by 
Theorem 4. 1.2 it contains a A1 n real. But M contains all An l reals since 
Zn l relations are absolute. Contradiction. 
5. 3. Some undefinability results 
Addison [ 1 ] used forcing methods to prove that the set of  all arith- 
metical reals is not  arithmetical. Sacks proved later the same result using 
Remark 4.1.4. 
Theorem 5.3.1 (Addison [ 1 ] ). The set o f  all arithmetical reals is not 
arithmetical. 
Proof (Sacks [2ffl ). It this is not true, there is an arithmetical real in 
the complement of  the set of  all arithmetical reals (which is an arithme- 
tical set of measure 1 ). 
A straightforward computat ion shows that the set of  all recursive reals 
0 is Z0 and similarly the set of  all An ° reals is Zn+2. Shoenfield [34] for 
n = 1 and later Hinman [9] for n >_ 1 proved that this computat ion is
best possible. 
Theorem 5.3.2 (Shoenfield [34],  Hinman [9] ). The set o f  all A°n reals 
is not IlnO+2. 
Proof. If  this is not the case use Theorem 4.2.6 to get a contradiction. 
§ $. Applications 
5, 4. A In+ l reals and il I singletons 
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Feferman [ 5] used the method of %rcing to prove the existence of a 
A1 real which is not an arithmetical singleton. (It is well known that 
every ~I real is recursive in an arithmetical singleton - in fact a H ° 
singleton). Sacks I29] later proved it using measure theoretic methods. 
Moschovakis [211 proved (from PD) that every ~n+l  real is recursive 
in a Ill,, singleton. It is proved below that there are A2n+l reals which 
are not II~n sil~gletons u ing the method of Sacks (this was also observed 
by Tanaka [43] ). 
Theorem 5.4.t (See ~.lso Tanaka [431 ), Assume PD tf  n > O. There 
exists a 1 ~'2n+l real which is not a H l ~ingleton. 2t~ 
1 Proof, Let A = intersection of all N~n sets of measure 1. Then A ~ A2n+l, 
1 A l~as measure 1and A avoids all I'1~, singletons. But A contains aA2n+l 
real by Corollary 4.1,2. 
5.5. Aa  tqJ2'ctive result on petJ'ect sets 
The following is a cla:.;sical theorem: 
I f  f: ~ ~ o~ is a ~ l function, then there is a compact perfect set P g 
:,,tch that 
(i) f t P is constant, or 
(ii) f r P is l - 1 and cont im.ms.  
Gandy and Sacks [8] proved in essence an effective version of this 
result namely: 
I f  f :  c~d -~ c~ is a A I J'uncti~m, there is a compact perfect set P c_ c~ with 
A 1 tree such that: 
(i) f tP is constant (therefore a A] real), or 
( i i ) f  tP is 1 - 1 and continuous. 
We prove oelow (using category theoretic methods) the generalizations 
of this theorem for any n (assuming PD if n > 1 ). (The Gandy-Sacks 
result was the main step in their construction of a minimal A[-degree 
(which in turn was inspired by Spector's method of constructing a mini- 
mal Turing degree), It turns out that minimal At-degrees for n >_ 2 also 
exist but for entirely different reasons. 
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Theorem 5.5.1. Assume PD i f  n > 1. f i r :  ~ -~ c~ is a A ln function, then 
there exists a compact perfect set P with A~ tree such that. 
(i) f r P is constant, or 
( i i ) f  tP is I - 1 and continuous. 
(Gandy-Sacks [8] for n = 1.) 
Proof. Since fhas  the property of Baire we can find a meager set A 
such that f t q~ - A is continuous. Now A can in fact be constructed to 
be An 1 (since f i s  Ant). Then ~-A  is a comeager An 1 set, so by Theorem 
4.2.1 it contains a compact perfect set Q with Anl tree. Thus we can as- 
sume without any loss o f  generality that f is continuous. Then f= e* for 
some e: Seq -~ Seq and again we can easily see that e can be chosen to 
be A~. The conclusion ow follows by assuming that for no compact 
perfect set P with tree recursive in e e.* I P is a constant and then con- 
structing a finite splitting perfect ree T recursive in e on which e* is 
1 -1 .  
Added in proof: May 6, 1973 
1) After the completion of  this paper we have proved the conjecture 
stated at the end of  section 4, namely that Theorem 4.3.4 is true for n 
odd (n > 1 ) with Zn 1 replaced by l'ln l . 
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